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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NATIVE TRAILS ANNOUNCES NEW LINE OF HAND HAMMERED
COPPER AND NATIVESTONE™ TABLES
California company parlays global success of its iconic, sustainable bathroom and kitchen designs into furniture
with introduction of tables to its portfolio

SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIF. (June 1, 2015) – Native Trails, the eco chic company renowned for its luxurious
artisan made kitchen, bath and lifestyle products, enters the world of contemporary furnishings this month with
its new hand hammered copper top and NativeStone™ tables collection. The three distinctive designs in Native
Trails’ dining room and conference room table collection are available in numerous sizes. They continue the
company’s tradition of creating functional artisan made pieces that make use of natural materials, including
recycled copper and NativeStone.
The Farmhouse, Trestle and Chalet Tables answer the call for quality rustic and farmhouse style furnishings to
complement today’s eclectic modern spaces. The tabletops are offered in both recycled, hammered copper and
NativeStone, a sustainable concrete material.
Forged from premium recycled copper, each one of a kind copper tabletop is hand crafted using age old
techniques. Thousands of hammer strikes from expert coppersmiths reveal the lustrous sheen, luxurious texture
and rich veins of copper. The other tabletop option available for tables up to 72”, is Native Trails’ exclusive
NativeStone material, constructed using an innovative mixture of jute fiber and cement. NativeStone weighs
approximately 40 percent less than standard concrete – and its exclusive nanosealer renders it highly stain
resistant.
Table bases are crafted of Forest Stewardship Council (FSC®) certified acacia, a sustainably grown hardwood
cultivated on small plantations by farmers in Vietnam. These farmers
work with an international coalition to help reforest barren, war torn
land. Each heirloom quality piece is designed to last for generations.
“We’ve quietly created custom copper top tables for years now, but
this collection, which now includes NativeStone, represents the first
time we’ve made our tables available on this scale,” said CEO Naomi
Neilson Howard. “Our clientele has come to trust in the quality,
inspired design and one of kind artisanship inherent in Native Trails’
Native Trails’ Farmhouse Table in Antique
copper with an acacia base

sinks, bathtubs and bath vanities. Knowing this, we hope they will invite our products into other parts of the
home, too.”
Farmhouse Table, the first of the collection, is versatile enough to be at home in a country kitchen or a loft with
a rustic modern vibe or to serve as a focal point in an elegant corporate conference room. Offered in five
different sizes, up to 14 people can gather around this instant conversation piece. (Available in 72”, 96”, 120”,
144” and 144” wide with an Antique Copper or Tempered Copper top, available in 72” with NativeStone top)
Trestle Table – inspired by the strength and imposing presence of a
trestle bridge – is built to last. This table is ideal for use in a warm
mountain lodge, an artfully designed dining room, or a chic conference
room. (Available in 72”, 96”, 120”, 144” and 144” wide with an Antique
Copper or Tempered Copper top, available in 72” with NativeStone top)

Native Trails’ Trestle Table
in Tempered Copper with an acacia base

Chalet Table balances sophistication and strength. It is versatile enough
to serve as the dramatic centerpiece of a breakfast nook, a game room
or a corporate meeting room. Chalet Table is offered in two sizes, which
can seat up to six people. (Available in 42” and 60” with an Antique
Copper, Tempered Copper or NativeStone top)
To learn more about Native Trails and its new collection of furnishings
and lifestyle products, please visit http://www.nativetrails.net/lifestyle/.

Native Trails’ Chalet Table
in NativeStone with an acacia base

About Native Trails
Native Trails is the premier source for luxury functional art in the
kitchen, bath and home. Offering inspired design, Native Trails is best
known for hand hammered, recycled copper sinks and bathtubs. Its
artisan made product lines have grown to include groundbreaking
NativeStone™ concrete sinks, vanities made of reclaimed and FSC
certified woods, range hoods, furniture and a range of home lifestyle
products.

Headquartered in San Luis Obispo, Calif., Naomi Neilson Howard founded Native Trails in 1996 and currently
serves as the company’s chief visionary and CEO. The company ships its award winning, sustainable products to
more than 1,300 showrooms across the U.S. and Canada, while its global website (www.nativetrails.net) offers
sales beyond North America.
For further information, contact Native Trails at (800) 786 0862 or visit the company on Twitter, Facebook,
Pinterest and Houzz.
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